Recent advancements in laser and visible light sensor technology allows for the collection of photorealistic 3D scans of large scale spaces. This enables the technology to be used in real world applications such as crime scene investigation. The 3D models of the environment obtained with a 3D scanner capture visible surfaces but do not provide semantic information about salient features within the captured scene. Later processing must convert these raw scans into salient scene structure. This paper describes ongoing research into the generation of semantic data from the 3D scan of a crime scene to aid forensic specialists in crime scene investigation and analysis.
Introduction
The last ten years have seen a significant improvement in the capability of 3D scanning technology to obtain dense surface scans of large scale spaces. Laser and visible light technology now exists that can be used to capture such environments (see [4] and [9] for laser-based examples and [13] and [6] for examples that use visible light). This ability has enabled 3D scanning technology to move out into the field to permit the capture of complex unstructured scenes. This paper describes ongoing work within the CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear) Crime Scene Modeler (C2SM) project that is researching the application of 3D scanning in crime scene investigation. The project relies on the iSM sensor [13] for real time data acquisition at CBRN crime scenes and the development of custom software for the fast recreation of such scenes as virtual environments.
Models obtained using the iSM sensor are available as textured polygonal surface representations that permit virtual walkthroughs of the scene. For such representations to be effective for crime scene investigation this information must be processed into a more useful form and merged with other sensor and forms-based data. The C2SM project is developing sensors and software tools to enable crime scene investigators to conduct an investigation of a contaminated scene using iSM sensor data. Traditional crime scene investigation techniques are not well suited for CBRN scenes as they expose investigators to chemical and other hazards present in the environment. It is desirable to investigate these scenes while minimizing first responders' exposure to the contamination. While 3D scanned models allow an investigator to view and navigate the virtual scene as it existed at the time of capture, the models in and of themselves are not directly useful to an investigator.
The 3D representation obtained by the sensor consists of a large textured mesh describing that portion of the scene that has been obtained by the scanner in a single sweep. Multiple sweeps may be integrated into one large mesh through a registration process, but in either event the resulting mesh does not separate out salient objects (e.g., any bodies that may be present, furniture, or other evidence) from each other or from the background. In order to be able to manipulate the scene more effectively it is necessary to segment the single environmental scan into semantic primitives and to provide tools and techniques to manipulate these primitives in an effective manner. This paper summarizes work to date within the C2SM project and describes the techniques used to generate semantic information about individual objects within the 3D model of a crime scene. real time data acquisition at CBRN crime scenes, the development of appropriate multi-modal database technology to support representation and query of both the 3D scan data as well as other multi-modal data obtained at the scene, and fast recreation of such scenes as virtual environments with access to all of the multi-modal data and heterogeneous evidence associated with the scene. Investigating crime scenes in which chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear or explosive (CBRN) agents have been deployed poses great dangers to first responders and forensic investigators. As a result of environmental contamination the normal process of crime scene investigation may be harmful to the personnel involved. Any prior decontamination of the scene to make it safe for the investigators may destroy evidence essential for later investigation and criminal proceedings. Nor is it always practical for the crime scene to be fully processed while investigators wear appropriate protective gear. In scenes contaminated with radioactive materials it is not always possible to ensure personnel protection. In many cases it is also necessary to return the scene to normal use in a rather short period of time which poses additional constraints on the investigative process.
CBRN Crime Scene Modeler System Overview
Effective investigation of these crime scenes requires the development of technologies that enable remote crime scene investigation (image capture, collection of multidimensional measurements and detector readings, sample collection) while marking their locations and recording observations from a properly shielded location. At the very least it is necessary to minimize personnel exposure to contaminants by reducing dramatically the time spent in the hazardous zone by developing devices and techniques that enable investigations to be conducted more effectively while wearing restrictive protective clothing. These requirements call for autonomous and semi-autonomous systems and technologies to acquire crime scenes and to record relevant data prior to subsequent decontamination. An integrated approach is required that can acquire surface scans of the environment and other complex sensor data along with traditional crime scene reports. The recovered data and extracted information must be represented in formats that allow intuitive and fast access to vast amounts of heterogeneous information.
Data Collection
Fundamental to the operation of the C2SM system is the ability to collect dense, accurate and photo realistic 3D representations of the crime scene itself. The iSM sensor uses a commercial stereo camera pair to obtain raw depth measurements at each time instant. A specially-designed patterned illuminant is used to break up camouflage in the scene. Sensor head egomotion between image captures is estimated through the motion of detected scene points. The 3D data obtained at each time step is then mapped to a common reference frame based on this egomotion. The resulting 3D point cloud provides a textured 3D representation of the local environment around the sensor. (See [13] for further details.) The sensor is directed throughout the scene in a sweep either in a precomputed manner (e.g., by rotating the sensor 360 degrees about a vertical axis) or through direct user control. Once a sensor sweep has been collected, the raw 3D point cloud data is meshed into a textured polygonal mesh representation for later processing. Data sets collected from disparate scene locations are mapped into a common reference frame through a mesh registration process that is based on both manual and automatic registration procedures. Figure 1 illustrates the capture of a complex and extensive scene using the iSM. Portions of the scene were not scanned and these regions appear as voids in the resulting mesh representation.
The C2SM sensor provides additional sensing modalities including IR, chemical and radiological sensing above those provided by the iSM. The modified iSM sensor [13] system is normally mounted on a mobile platform ( Figure  2 ) and the vehicle and sensor are remotely operated from a protected position (Figure 3) . Alternatively, in less contaminated environments the C2SM hand-held unit can be separated from the vehicle and operated manually by an investigator in protective clothing in the hot zone supported by other staff at a safe remote location.
Raw scans from the C2SM sensor are made available to other users and software modules via a communications infrastructure. Scans collected using the C2SM sensor are processed and merged with traditional and non-traditional crime scene data and made available to investigators both on site and elsewhere. In order to provide a coherent and consistent interface to the heterogeneous crime scene data a multimedia database system has been developed (see [8, 7] ).
A central concept in the resulting representation is that entities in the database have a specific pose that they occupy in the reconstruction of the scene. The database organization applies the notion of a hierarchical relationship between objects to reflect the hierarchical relations between objects in the world. Entities are associated with larger structures. Objects may contain one another (e.g., the gun is in the drawer). Additionally, the process of data collection enforces specific relationships between entities (e.g., the coroners report is associated with the body of the victim). The relationships are represented visually in the virtual environment by allowing the user to select an object of interest within a scene and perform various actions on it. For example, if the selected object is the entire crime scene then the user may choose to zoom in on one of the rooms, so that the model of that room alone replaces the current model on the screen. If an object has other data associated with it, such as lab reports, audio-visuals, or digital still photos, the user is able to click on an object and see a list of available actions, so (s)he may choose to view an existing document or associate another item of evidence with that object. In order to be able to select and manipulate salient objects in the environment they must first be segmented from the main model of the scene. A description of the segmentation process is given below. Details of the structure of the database system and the user interface that has been developed to manipulate information within the database are described elsewhere (see [8, 7] ).
3D Crime Scene Model Segmentation
The model shown in Figure 1 is of a simulated crime scene extending over a number of rooms. The 3D model was constructed by merging together 3D scans obtained using the iSM [13] visible light sensor from different viewpoints in the environment. It represents a virtual environment that can be navigated and rotated for different points of view. The salient objects within the scene are indistinguishable from the rest of the environment. For crime scene investigators the scene is of interest because it contains potentially vital evidence that can be examined, annotated, and further analyzed. One of the goals of the Crime Scene Modeler system is to provide a convenient user interface where all multimodal data comes smoothly together to create a single fusion of evidence pieces that can be associated with each other and investigative and laboratory analysis reports. Each object in the scene can have multiple views that can be freely interchanged without having to navigate through varied applications and a multitude of physical evidence. This is difficult to achieve when the system is unable to distinguish salient features in the model from one another.
A critical requirement of the C2SM project is being able to decompose the 3D scan into salient structures. A number of segmentation techniques exist for 2D images [5, 14, 12, 2, 1] and for 3D [2, 1] . Segmenting 3D models is a great deal more complicated than segmenting 2D images. In 2D the entire image is visible all at once and the information can be processed as a two dimensional array of pixels. In 3D some parts of the object being segmented may not be visible. Manually segmenting 2D images is a daunting and time consuming task. Nonetheless, if the user wanted to manually segment a 2D image (s)he has the ability to outline a segmentation boundary. In 3D an object boundary describes a volume and cannot be outlined by simply dragging a mouse around it as is possible in 2D. The user would have to manually identify each polygon in a 3D mesh. The larger is the model and the higher its resolution, the greater is the number of polygons in the virtual environment. This task would be very time consuming and inapplicable for the real life settings. Given the importance of 3D segmentation a number of algorithms have begun to emerge to address this problem. Boykov and Jolly [2] have applied a mincut/max-flow approach to voxel representations. We follow a similar approach, and this is described below.
To allow for the assisted segmentation of the 3D representation of a crime scene we have adopted the Lazy Snapping technique [10] based on the graph-cut algorithm described in [2] to a voxelized representation of the model. The 3D segmentation process begins by converting the input 3D polygon or point cloud (Figure 4 ) representation into a discrete 3D voxel grid ( Figure 5 ). Once a voxel representation of the model has been created the next task is to allow the user to specify seed voxels. These are non-empty voxels tagged by the user as being either foreground or background, as in Figure 6 . The user swipes a mouse through the 3D voxel scene. An arbitrary number of voxels may be marked by the user and the view of the 3D scene can be translated and rotated to mark voxels that may be not visible from the current viewpoint. In addition to each voxel possessing a color intensity value, a voxel has a state attribute. This state attribute can be one of the following four values: empty, colored, foreground, or background. A voxel with either a foreground or background state implies it is colored and has a valid RGB value.
The task of marking the voxels is an instance of the problem of 3D ray-picking. When a user wishes to mark a voxel, the 2D window-coordinate of the mouse position is converted into a 3D ray directed into the 3D voxel grid. Each voxel intersected along the ray into the grid is tested. The first non-empty voxel encountered is tagged.
Next a graph is created where a node in the graph is used to represent each non-empty voxel. Adjacent non-empty voxels are considered connected nodes. A sink node and a source node are also added to the graph, with edges to each voxel node. Weighting heuristics are applied to the voxel graph based on the mean colour difference between two regions in a similar fashion to that performed on the pixels of a 2D image in [10] .
At this point the goal is to find the graph cut with minimum cost, where the cost of a cut is the sum of the weights of the edges that are cut. The min-cut represents the division between foreground and background. Using a mincut/max-flow algorithm [3] all nodes which are connected to the source in the resulting cut are foreground nodes, and all nodes which are connected to the sink are background nodes. The voxels associated with each node are then labelled either foreground or background based on the mincut. The data set is now fully labelled and can be redisplayed using this semantic information (Figure 7 ). Because the boundary in 3D cannot be defined by a path as is the case in 2D the boundary editing step in 2D Lazy Snapping [10] approach has been modified to suit the volume boundary editing of 3D objects. At this point if the user is not satisfied with the results of segmentation performed by the system (s)he may add additional markup lines to the 3D model and the system will adjust the segmentation accordingly.
Once the nodes in the graph have been marked to the user's satisfaction surface reconstruction can be performed. Only points contained within voxels with corresponding graph nodes marked as foreground will be considered by the algorithm. The remaining points are culled from the pointcloud. The surface reconstruction algorithm uses a variation of Marching Cubes [11] to retrieve a 3D texture-mapped triangle mesh from the resulting point-cloud. A segmented model of the foreground is redisplayed to the user ( Figure  8 ). The user may now save the object model to the database for later retrieval and analysis.
Discussion
When the point cloud is converted into voxels the color of each voxel is determined by averaging the color of all points that fall within its bounding volume. Segmenting the object using a lower voxel resolution reduces the precision of the boundary between the object and the background. This problem is similar to attempting to draw a curve in 2D where the curve is approximated by square pixels and would appear jagged at a lower resolution and smoother when drawn at a higher resolution. In 3D curved surfaces are approximated by square volume pixels. Thus the lower the voxel resolution, the coarser is the curvature and color approximation. When the Marching Cubes [11] algorithm is applied to the segmented voxel representation the resulting mesh is an estimate of the best polygon configuration for each voxel based on its properties. This can result in the final model retaining a portion of the background immediately adjacent to the object (see Figure 8 ).
The environmental model is created by scanning a large scale space and therefore smaller objects within the environment will be of lower resolution and less detailed. As many such objects might be of great interest to the foren- sic investigators, they can be re-scanned at a high resolution range to obtain a more detailed model (see Figure 9 ). The goal is for the investigators to be able to access all of the data from within the view of a single environment model. To increase the fidelity of the viewed scene it may be desirable to replace salient objects in the large scene with their higher resolution versions. As it is not possible to collect a clean scan of a single object without a background, the object has to be segmented from its background in the detailed scan. While it is possible to plug the entire object model with the surrounding wedge of the background directly into the scene after re-calculating it's proper alignment, it would be extremely inefficient. The iSM sensor [13] collects approximately 500GB of data per hour resulting in rather large environmental model data sets. It is often desirable to display unimportant features at lower resolution to increase rendering speed of the overall model. Thus only the objects that carry essential information need to have more detailed models available to the user. Given that the environment portrays the real world there can be a great number of such objects. In addition each object can consist of multiple scans from different points of view that have been aligned together.
Summary
Segmenting dense photorealistic 3D models of crime scenes is important for crime scene analysis, model manipulation, and object representation. Semi-automatic segmentation provides an easy to use method for a user to generate extensive semantic information for a 3D representation of a crime scene. The data set is first captured using a visible light sensor. The raw 3D point cloud or 3D polygon mesh is processed and converted into voxels. The user indicates a rough segmentation by marking a few distinct foreground and background lines. These lines are projected into the data set and the foreground and background seeds are computed. These represent the voxels which the user has indicated are definitely foreground or background. The voxel grid is converted into a graph, with nodes representing voxels, and edges representing adjacencies between voxels. A source node and a sink node are added, with edges between themselves and every voxel node. Adjacent voxel nodes are weighted according to their colour similarity. Similarly, the source and sink edges are weighted based on colour similarity between the voxel node and the foreground and background seeds. The minimum-cut of the graph is found which represents the segmentation. Once segmented out of the scene the model is re-displayed to the user and may be saved into the multimedia database for later retrieval and have other heterogeneous data associated with it.
Being able to segment a 3D surface scan of a crime scene into salient features is an essential functionality to forensic investigators. This enables investigators to use virtual models of the environment as important crime scene investigation tools and a single convenient point of access for all crime scene evidence information while easily maintaining proper relationships between heterogeneous evidence data.
